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What does the research tell us about 
specific approaches to teaching 

vocabulary?

Not Much

• Despite clear evidence from the NRP report 
(2000) that vocabulary is critical to reading 
success, Beck (2002) argued that there is little 
emphasis on vocabulary instruction in the 
classroom. 

• Further, Biemiller and Boote (2006) suggest 
that reading instruction is apparently 
“premised on the view that children can build 
the vocabulary they need after learning to 
read (decode) fluently, as little or no 
vocabulary instruction occurs during the 
primary grades”.

Once students can decode, they will 
somehow miraculously learn all the 

vocabulary they need!

BUT…….

ASHA POSITION STATEMENT
Speech-Language Pathologists play a critical and direct role in the development of literacy for 
children and adolescents with communication disorders.

NATIONAL READING PANEL SKILLS
1.  Phonemic Awareness
2.  Phonics
3. Fluency
4. Vocabulary
5.  Text Comprehension
“Good readers comprehend more words than poorer readers.”
~National Reading Panel Report (DUH)



Current Approaches to Building 
Vocabulary • Indirect Versus Direct

• Wide and Shallow versus 
Narrow and Rich

• Lexical versus Sub-Lexical

Indirect Vocabulary Development

• Talking/Engaging in everyday oral language
• The more oral language a child has, the more word 

meanings they learn

• Being Read To
• Interactive reading creates opportunities for children to 

practice new words and engage in conversations about the 
story.

• Reading on their Own
• The more children read, the more 

words they encounter and the more                                 
word meanings they learn.

DIRECT VOCABULARY 
INSTRUCTION

Specific, Planned 
Vocabulary instruction

(Biemiller and colleagues) 

• Example: Teach 10 new 
words a day in the primary 
grades in context.

• Based on fast-mapping 
hypothesis. 

• Assumption is children will 
continue to refine their 
knowledge of words once 
they have been exposed to it 
(similar to early language 
learning)

Biemiller & Slonim, 2001; 
Biemiller & Boote, 2006 

Word Walls

*Very Vivid Vocabulary available from:
Dynamic Resources  www.dynamic-resources.org

By third grade, having learned most of 
the possible sound/symbol 
relationships of the English language, 
many children can decode words.

However, many fail to 
understand what they 
read due to vocabulary 
limitations.  

Vocabulary Instruction in the 
Classroom

Wright and Neuman (2014) evaluated over 600 
hours of instruction in 55 classrooms (range of 
SES schools).  Vocabulary instruction by teachers 
was characterized by:
• One-time, brief word explanations
• Unsystematic word selection
• Minimal time spent on vocabulary devoted to 

subject areas (e.g., science and social studies 
in which word explanations were most dense)



(Beck and colleagues)

• Encourages active or deep processing and 
involved multiple and varied experiences with 
words meanings.

• Concentrates on few words learned well.
• Emphasizes methods other than               

teaching definitions.
• Encourages word consciousness.

Beck, Perfetti, & McKeown, 1982; Beck, et al., 
2002; McKeown, Beck, Omanson, & Perfetti, 
1983; McKeown, Beck, Omanson, & Pople, 
1985 

Word Conscious 
students:

have an awareness and interest in words, their 
meaning, and their power.

enjoy words and are eager to learn new words 
and to use them. 

Learning Word Meanings

One of the LEAST effective 
ways for students to learn word 
meanings is to copy definitions 

from a dictionary 

“Finding word definitions and writing those words in 
sentences has very little impact on word knowledge and 
language use.”

Janet Allen, 1999

versus 

Pick Six

Synonyms

Antonyms

Word Other Forms of the Word

Sentence in  Text
Picture Original Sentence

EXTINCT
Extinction
Extinguished
extinguisher

Dead, non-
living

ALIVE, living

ENDANGERED 
animal species 
MAY become 
extinct IF WE 
DO NOT WORK TO 
PROTECT THEM

Scientists have 
discovered a lot 
about extinct 
animALs by 
studying their 
fossils

Dodo 
Bird

        LEXICAL INSTRUCTION

•Vocabulary instruction can be addressed at 
the word, or lexical, level in which whole words 
are learned through a variety of meaning-rich 
activities. 
•Most of the instruction associated with the 
broad & shallow method is at the lexical level.
•The narrow & deep method does include ele-
ments of sub-lexical  instruction.

        SUB-LEXICAL INSTRUCTION

•Instruction at the sub-lexical level provides 
students with explicit awareness of mor-
phemes – a meta skill.

•Such instruction may bring a double benefiT 
of the understanding of generative word struc-
ture knowledge, and the motivation to attend 
closely to words (word consciousness). 



The Triangle Model of Reading

• Identifies three interrelated systems  
necessary to derive meaning from print: 
 phonological
 orthographic
 semantic 

(Seidenberg and McClelland, 1989)

The Triangle Model of Reading

The Missing Link

• Morpheme knowledge is decomposable into 
orthographic, phonological, and semantic 
features and, thus, can influence all three of 
these cognitive systems in the process of 
reading (Perfetti, 2011).

Morphology links Form (orthography/ 
phonology), and Semantics (vocabulary) 

SIGN

SIGNAL
DESIGN

Example
• ROOT  MORPHEME = SIGN
• Derivations: signal and design

– Pronunciation of the vowel changes  (/ɪ/ to /aɪ/) 
(phonological), but spelling remains consistent 
(orthographical).

• Thus, the identification of the familiar word 
part (SIGN) facilitates language learning 
(meaning) and spelling (phonics)

Morphology links Form (orthography/ 
phonology), and Semantics (vocabulary) 

SIGN

SIGNAL
DESIGN

Spelling remains 
consistent

Vowel sound 
changes

Facilitates meaning

No wonder students on our       
caseloads struggle!

• Studies show that those who  
struggle with literacy for various                         
reasons show weaknesses not only on 
phonologically-based measures, but also on 
morphology.

• Like phonology, morphology explains 
significant unique variance of literacy skills 
(e.g., Kirby et al., 2012)

A A few basic definitions before 
we move on…

If you know this 
already, feel free to 

take a brief  
“cognitive break…”

(tune out…)



Morphemes:
the smallest units of language that have meaning.
the building blocks of both oral and written language
Cannot be reduced at either the lexical or sub-lexical level.

Word Bases/Roots
A base is the central morpheme of any word that contains more than one morpheme.
 Like morphemes as a whole, bases can be either free or bound.
Word generation (morphological synthesis) occurs when affixes are added to a base.

Free Roots
clean
horse
road
sign

Bound Roots
-ject  (inject, reject, 
-aud (audible, audiology)
-morph (dysmorph, morpheme)

Affixes
All morphemes that are not bases/roots are affixes.
Affixes are always bound (they have to be added to a stem)
the number of affixes to bases is extremely small (a few hundred versus near infinity)
affixes are attached either at the beginning (prefix) or end (suffix) of a base.
Affixes can have many functions
Inflectional – mark sentence structure/grammar (-ing, -ed, -s, etc).  
In English, these are always suffixes.
Derivational – change or modify the meaning of the base/stem.  
In English, all prefixes are derivational

COMPOUNDING
• Two free morphemes that 

form a new meaning when 
combined.

• Railroad
• Houseboat
• Cattail

SUPRAFIX
• Realized by different stress 

in a word:
• Contract
• Insult
• Import

ZEROMORPH
No transparent morpheme to mark 
a grammatical distinction

Fish fish
Deer deer
Sheep sheep



Beginning Activities to Address 
Morphology

First steps

•Early intervention with phonologically-based sub-lexical features of words is important for litera-
cy success (NRP, 2000) (e.g. phonemic awareness).

•In a morphophonemic system like English, there is strong evidence that early instruction with 
morphologically-based sub-lexical features of words is also important (morphological aware-
ness). 

For instance

• Wolter & Green (2014) suggest that, for children with LLD, explicit intervention with opportuni-
ties to discover meaning through morphological instruction is effective in building language and 
literacy skills. 

Affix Awareness

Beginning-level word study

I Always Start 
with a Book!

(See list at end 
of handouts)

(I always start with a 
book)

Find the • A good place to begin to help students begin 
to learn about the internal structure of words 
is to focus on the base/root word.  

• Start by providing a list of multisyllabic words, 
(avoid compound words for this activity).   

• Ask students to circle, or highlight the root 
word. 



Find the Roots!

• sugary
• stressful
• toothlesss
• helping
• unhappinessss
• undone
• prewash

Roots and Branches

• Create flashcards (index cards)  that include a 
variety of base words and multiple affixes. 

• Have students make as many multi-syllabic words 
as they can from these “roots and branches.” 

• This activity can be modified to work with 
individuals, small groups, large groups, or 
learning teams. 

• Eventually, you can have students create the sets 
of flashcards or lists and challenge one another.  

Roots and Branches

dis bound ly
un happy ful
re spect less

honest ing
like ful
tie able
play

Fun (& EASY) Variation

Higher Level Activities

See
Book List 



Spelling and Morphology

• Current reading instruction typically focuses on 
how letter strings are converted to phonological 
strings (pronunciations), essentially ignoring any 
internal structure that words have as 
morphological/meaning units. 

• However, effective reading and writing (spelling) 
of more complex words requires an ability to 
deconstruct words into morphemes in addition to 
knowledge of grapheme–phoneme connections.

(Verhoeven and Perfetti, 2011)

Spelling/Morphology Connection

• English spelling is often criticized for its lack of 
a strict phoneme to grapheme 
correspondence.

• However,  the advantage of the English 
orthography system is that it is linked to the 
meaning elements of words.

For example

• Shell, action, and musician each represent the 
/∫/ phoneme with a different grapheme (sh, t, 
and c, respectively). 

• For the speller who relies only on possible 
grapheme-phoneme correspondences, the 
misspellings *acshun and *musishun (and 
other options) make “sense.”

However…
• Accurate spelling of these words must rely on 

more than knowledge of letter-sound 
correspondences. 

• Students who know the words are built 
around the  base morphemes  act and music
will be much more apt to spell action and 
musician correctly.

• Morphological knowledge plays a role in 
spelling in terms of the consistent 
orthographic representation of base 
morphemes. 

• The principle that morphemes are marked 
with consistent spellings despite shifts in 
pronunciation (Bourassa & Treiman, 2008) –
provides a cue to the spelling of words like 
action or musician. 

Root Consistency

• Root (base) of a word maintains its spelling across 
related words across a range of types of words 
(inflections and derivations). 

• Deacon and Bryant (2006) showed that 6 to 9 
year old children were sensitive to the spelling of 
the bases of inflected words as they were better 
able to spell the same letter-sound sequence 
when it was a root (turn in turning) than when it 
was not (turn in turnip). 

. 

Morphological Matrix

• Represents  the interrelated structure of 
orthographic morphological families. 

• Orthographic representations of morphemes 
are arranged into cells around a base that 
binds a morphological family.

Working with Orthographic 
Morphological Families

words which share a common written 
base. 



en

dis
courage

d      
s

ing ly
er s
ment

ious

• Because the pronunciations of written 
morphemes often shift across words, matrices 
often assemble word families which use 
different pronunciations of a base.

• Matrices can be used to bring clarity to the 
interrelationship of morphology and 
phonology in English orthography. 

un

dis
please

ing

ure able

ant    ly

ness

Spelling with Legos

Visual/hand-on 
demo of Root 
Consistency

Uses morpho-
phonemic principles

Spelling and Morphology

• Studying words through one-at-a-time 
memorization characterizes much of spelling 
instruction, but it fails to motivate many 
children to learn about words (Fresch, 2007).

• Morphology instruction gives children skills 
and strategies for both meaning and spelling 
applications! 

Morphological Analysis

• A cognitive strategy for determining the 
meaning of unknown morphologically 
complex words by using knowledge of word’s 
individual morphemes.

• Valuable strategy for self-directed vocabulary 
growth

• Included in CCSS

• Kieffer & Lesaux, 2007

SEEP
(foldable)

STEM
(word part:  prefix, 

root, suffix)

EXAMPLES EXPLANATIONS PICTURE

MAL-

Malpractice

Malevolent

Malodorous

Malificent
(Sleeping Beauty)

Draco Malfoy
(Harry Potter)

SOMETHING 
BAD or EVIL

BRACE MAP

{ -ERYTHRO
red

ERYTHROCYTOSIS -CYTO
cells

-SIS
conditionCONDITION OF 

RED BLOOD 
CELLS



Create-a-Word!

• Have students create “nonsense” words to 
stump their partner (or play in teams).

• This is an advanced activity
• Students need to have a personal (or 

provided) list of roots and affixes.

NONSENSE BRACE MAP

{ -MICRO
small

MICROMORPHIST -MORPH
shape
-IST
One who 
(does)ONE WHO 

CREATES SMALL 
SHAPES

AGRI-SCIENCE ANYONE?

(Morphological Analysis using Latin 
Roots)

Merry Kim Meyers

Conquering Scientific Vocabulary
(Latin Names)

Latin is a dead language

As dead as dead can be

First, it killed the Romans

And now it’s killing me!

Illustration courtesy of Phillip Martin

Conquering Scientific (Latin)Names
• Don’t let Scientific names of plants overwhelm you.  

• English, Spanish, French, Italian, and Romanian 
languages all have a common base language: Latin.  

• Use your common sense and background knowledge 
to figure out a familiar, logical meaning for the genus 
or species name. 

• It will help you identify something about the plant’s 
history, taxonomy, or uses.

BRAIN DRAIN

Just use your head to figure a possible characteristic from the 
scientific name.     

Sketch what you think this plant might look like.

Suffixes Prefixes Compound 
words

Compara-
tives

Latin and 
Greek 
roots

100 100 100 100 100

200 200 200 200 200

300 300 300 300 300

400 400 400 400 400

500 500 500 500 500

JEOPARDY! Prefixes + Suffixes

• “not/opposite” plus tangle plus “past 
tense/already happened.”

What is untangled

• “trans” plus “movement” plus “can be done”
What is transportable

Find a complete game at: 
www.dynamic –resoursces.org



Books for Developing Morphological Awareness

If You Were a Prefix Marcie Aboff (Word Fun Series

If You Were a Suffix Marcie Aboff (Word Fun Series)

Pre- and Re-, Mis- and Dis-: What Is a Prefix? Brian Cleary
(Words are CATegorical Seres)

Ful and -Less, -Er and -Ness: What Is a Suffix? Brian Cleary
(Words are CATegorical Seres)

What is an Adverb? (-ly Suffix) Brian Cleary
(Words are CATegorical Seres)

Once there was a Bull....Frog (Compound Words) Rick Walton
(Language Adventure Series)

Pig, Pigger, Piggest (comparative Suffixes) Rick Walton
(Language Adventure Series)

Happy Endings (A Story About Suffixes) Lynn Rowe Reed

Things that are MOST in the world (-est endings) Judi Barrett

Moosetache Margie Palatini

Verdi Janelle Cannon

Math Curse
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Common Greek Roots  

 
Reproduced with permission from Corwin Press. 

Greek Root Definition Example 

anthropo man; human; humanity anthropologist, philanthropy 

auto self autobiography, automobile 

bio life biology, biography 

chron time chronological, chronic 

dyna power dynamic, dynamite 

dys bad; hard; unlucky dysfunctional, dyslexic 

gram thing written epigram, telegram 

graph writing graphic, phonograph 

hetero different heteronym, heterogeneous 

homo same homonym, homogenous 

hydr water hydration, dehydrate 

hyper over; above; beyond hyperactive, hyperbole 

hypo below; beneath hypothermia, hypothetical 

logy study of biology, psychology 

meter/metr measure thermometer, perimeter 

micro small microbe, microscope 

mis/miso hate misanthrope, misogyny 

mono one monologue, monotonous 

morph form; shape morphology, morphing 

nym name antonym, synonym 

phil love philanthropist, philosophy 

phobia fear claustrophobia, phobic 

photo/phos light photograph, phosphorous 

pseudo false pseudonym, pseudoscience 

psycho soul; spirit psychology, psychic 

scope viewing instrument microscope, telescope 

techno art; science; skill technique, technological 

tele far off television, telephone 

therm heat thermal, thermometer 

   



Common Latin Roots  

 
Reproduced with permission from Corwin Press. 

Latin Root Definition Example 

ambi both ambiguous, ambidextrous 

aqua water aquarium, aquamarine 

aud to hear audience, audition 

bene good benefactor, benevolent 

cent one hundred century, percent 

circum around circumference, circumstance 

contra/counter against contradict, encounter 

dict to say dictation, dictator 

duc/duct to lead conduct, induce 

fac to do; to make factory, manufacture 

form shape conform, reform 

fort strength fortitude, fortress 

fract break fracture, fraction 

ject throw projection, rejection 

jud judge judicial, prejudice 

mal bad malevolent, malefactor 

mater mother maternal, maternity 

mit to send transmit, admit 

mort death mortal, mortician 

multi many multimedia, multiple 

pater father paternal, paternity 

port to carry portable, transportation 

rupt to break bankrupt, disruption 

scrib/script to write inscription, prescribe 

sect/sec to cut bisect, section 

sent to feel; to send consent, resent 

spect to look inspection, spectator 

struct to build destruction, restructure 

vid/vis to see televise, video 

voc voice; to call vocalize, advocate 



Common Prefixes  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reproduced with permission from Corwin Press. 

Prefix Definition Example 

anti- against anticlimax 

de- opposite devalue 

dis- not; opposite of discover 

en-, em- cause to enact, empower 

fore- before; front of foreshadow, forearm 

In-, im- in income, impulse 

in-, im-, il-, ir- not 
indirect, immoral,  

illiterate, irreverent 

inter- between; among interrupt 

mid- middle midfield 

mis- wrongly misspell 

non- not nonviolent 

over- over; too much overeat 

pre- before preview 

re- again rewrite 

semi- half; partly; not fully semifinal 

sub- Under subway 

super- above; beyond superhuman 

trans- across transmit 

un- not; opposite of unusual 

under- under; too little underestimate 



Common Suffixes 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reproduced with permission from Corwin Press. 

Suffix Definition Example 

-able, -ible is; can be affordable, sensible 

-al, -ial having characteristics of universal, facial 

-ed past tense verbs; adjectives 
the dog walked,  
the walked dog 

-en made of golden 

-er, -or 
one who;  

person connected with 
teacher, professor 

-er more taller 

-est the most tallest 

-ful full of helpful 

-ic having characteristics of poetic 

-ing 
verb forms; 

present participles 
sleeping 

-ion, -tion, -ation, -ition act; process 
submission, motion, 

Relation, edition 

-ity, -ty state of activity, society 

-ive, -ative, -itive adjective form of noun active, comparative, sensitive 

-less without hopeless 

-ly how something is lovely 

-ment state of being; act of contentment 

-ness state of; condition of openness 

-ous, -eous, -ious having qualities of riotous, courageous, gracious 

-s, -es more than one trains, trenches 

-y characterized by gloomy 



Affixes
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